
America must initiate — SciTechPREP
 and Tech-trainable Aptitude Testing

in order to Survive & Thrive in the 21st Century!

Developing Learning/Thinking/Doing Contextual Capabilities and Competencies
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Today's U.S. Schools, K–16, don’t/can’t produce
21st Century tech-trainable graduates — 99.44%
of␣ U.S. K–16 school administrators and faculty are
themselves not tech-trainable. They don’t know
what tech-trainable means, requires or␣ entails.

The 21st Century is changing the global “survive
and thrive” economic game. The U.S. Economy,
2000–2015, is evidence that U.S. Schooling has
failed to adequately prepare graduates for the
20th Century global marketplace much less the
21st␣ Century’s. The disastrous first decade of the␣ 21st

Century should be a wake-up call to Americans. As
they say in the cattle industry — Americans have
been “sucking hind-tit” in the global economy for
over 30 years, as the US Trade Deficit so testifies.
(January 2015 recorded the highest U.S. Trade
Deficit in history, excluding petroleum products).
Schools don't get it. But, you can —

“Times they are a-changin’.”
In the beginning, Man dug holes with his hands.
Then Man invented tools, like the shovel, which
made it easier to dig holes. Learning to use a
shovel was fairly simple. Then Man invented the
steam-shovel. Steam-shovels made it easier to dig
holes but Man had to learn how-to operate a
steam-shovel that was more difficult to use than a

shovel. But there were plenty of people who could
learn how to dig a hole using a steam-shovel.
Today, the steam-shovel is driven by a computer
and the operator has to learn how-to operate a
computer, before he learns how-to operate a
steam-shovel, before he learns how-to dig a hole.
Each advance in technology has required a
different kind of Thinking, Learning and Doing.

As technology made it possible to dig more holes
easier and faster, fewer people were required to
dig␣ holes, but even fewer people can learn how-to
use a computer to dig a hole. There is a growing
demand for holes, but today's U.S. high school,
college or university graduates are not tech-trainable
and so the U.S. economy is stuck in a␣ hole.

Some Americans still have the physiological
capabilities to learn how-to operate computers
that dig holes. However, they will have to resurrect
those physiological skills because they have been
buried by their U.S. schooling. In truth, many
of the men who dug holes with their hands
and hunted Woolly Mammoths would be better
prepared for tech-training than today’s U.S.
graduates. However, certain Americans have
retained those physiological capabilities used by
those early people who dug holes with their hands

Who are
You?

and hunted Woolly Mammoths. Students, who still
have hunter capabilities, drop-out or tune-out of
U.S. schooling and/or move to Silicon Valley,
California. Early Man, the hunter, who dug holes
with his hands, was a “visceptual/contextual”
thinker. Today’s K–16 U.S. graduates are compliant/
logical processing thinkers. Processing is not
productive in a SciTech-driven, competitive global
economy. All is not lost —

“Learn – Think – Do”
The common core of SciTech-based activities
“Learn – Think – Do”, are physiology-based.
Physiological can be manipulated. That’s a scientific
fact that has been validated by Roger Sperry’s Nobel
Prize and National Science Awards in Physiology
and Medicine.

Those Americans who still have their “hunters”
capabilities simply have to identify themselves,
resurrect their latent physiological contextual
capabilities, report to a Scitech-driven employer
for tech-training, and walk into the good life —
surviving and thriving in the 21st Century.

There are several million jobs-with-a-future
available in the USA today. Employers are searching
for tech-trainable applicants.


